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Abstract 20 

Objectives: Dimethyl fumarate (DMF) is known to cause lymphopenia in treated multiple 21 

sclerosis (MS) patients. There is a dearth of research on DMF therapy in the Arab world, 22 

especially in Oman. This study aimed to analyse the prevalence of lymphopenia among Omani 23 

MS patients and the reasons for discontinuing DMF. Methods: In this retrospective study, we 24 

reviewed the medical records of Omani MS patients who were treated using DMF at two tertiary 25 

hospitals in Muscat from the period 2017 February to 2023 February. Their demographic, 26 

clinical, and laboratory data were retrieved and analysed. Absolute lymphocyte count (ALC) 27 

values at baseline and at the last follow up, as well as the reasons for discontinuing DMF were 28 

collected. Descriptive and inferential statistical techniques were used for data analysis. Binary-29 

logistic regression analysis was used to identify the risk factors for DMF-induced lymphopenia. 30 
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Results: The study included a total of 64 MS patients and the majority (40; 63%) were female. 31 

The DMF therapy was started at mean age of 33  7.7 years. After administration of DMF, 14 32 

(21.9%) patients developed 1–3 grades lymphopenia with the following breakup: grade-1: 5/64 33 

(7.81%) patients; grade-2: 8/64 (12.5%) patients; grade-3: 1/64 (1.6%) patient. DMF was 34 

discontinued in 23 (36.0%) patients, mainly in response to adverse events or confirmed 35 

pregnancy. Female sex was the only significant predictor of DMF-induced lymphopenia (p = 36 

0.037). Conclusion: Most Omani MS patients had mild lymphopenia (grades 1–2), like other 37 

regional and international reports. Early adverse events and pregnancy were the main reasons 38 

provided for discontinuing DMF therapy.  39 

Keywords: Multiple Sclerosis; Dimethyl Fumarate; Absolute Lymphocyte Count; Lymphopenia; 40 

Oman 41 

 42 

Advances in Knowledge  43 

• Omani multiple sclerosis (MS) patients on dimethyl fumarate (DMF) developed mild 44 

lymphopenia similar to other regional and international findings. 45 

• Female sex was the only significant predictor of DMF-induced lymphopenia in the 46 

Omani MS patients.  47 

• To the authors’ knowledge, this is the first study in Oman to study the frequency of 48 

lymphopenia among Omani MS patients treated with DMF. 49 

 50 

Application to Patient Care  51 

• Even though DMF causes lymphopenia, the vast majority of Omani MS patients had mild 52 

lymphopenia (grades 1–2). 53 

• The main reasons for DMF discontinuation were early side effects mostly gastrointestinal 54 

symptoms, hot flushes and confirmed pregnancy.  55 

 56 

Introduction 57 

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a non-traumatic neurodegenerative disease of the central nervous 58 

system (CNS).1 In this chronic immune-mediated disorder, auto-lymphocytes breach the blood-59 

brain barrier (BBB) and enter the CNS where they cause local inflammation, leading to 60 

demyelination of axons.2  61 



 

 

 62 

There is no cure for MS but there are several disease modifying therapies (DMTs). Although 63 

they share similar goals, they have different mechanisms of action, efficacies, and safety 64 

profiles.3 Examples of DMTs are ocrelizumab, natalizumab, fingolimod, and dimethyl fumarate 65 

(DMF).3,4 DMF is an oral DMT, which was approved by the FDA in 2013 to treat MS, as it 66 

demonstrated good efficacy in two randomized placebo-controlled phase III clinical trials, viz., 67 

DEFINE and CONFIRM.5,6 DMF therapy reduced expanded disability status scale (EDSS) score 68 

by 38% in DEFINE and 21% in CONFIRM trials. Furthermore, DMF reduced the annualized 69 

relapse rate (ARR) by 53% in DEFINE and 44% in CONFIRM studies.  70 

 71 

Lymphopenia occurs when the absolute lymphocyte count (ALC) falls below 1,000 cells/μL. The 72 

severity of lymphopenia is classified into four grades: grade-1: ALC 800–999/μL; grade-2: ALC 73 

500–799/μL; grade-3: ALC 200–499/μL; and grade-4: ALC <200/μL. Because DMF reduces 74 

ALC levels by diminishing the survival rate of lymphocytes, it should be discontinued if ALC 75 

remains below 500/μL for an extended period of time.7 In the CONFIRM trial, the mean ALC 76 

value decreased 32% after the first year of starting DMF therapy, with 5% of the patients 77 

developing lymphopenia ≥ grade-3. The DEFINE study reported a 28% reduction in mean ALC 78 

and 4% incidence of ≥ grade-3 lymphopenia. Both the studies showed that the steepest reduction 79 

in mean ALC levels occurred in the first year of DMF therapy, which then plateaued and mean 80 

values stayed within the normal limits. In addition, the efficacy of DMF did not differ 81 

significantly between lymphopenic and non-lymphopenic patients.5,6  82 

 83 

Although DMF induces lymphopenia, the lymphocytes subsets are affected differently, reduction 84 

of T cells being more significant, especially CD8-T cells which are important for cell-mediated 85 

immunity against viral infections; however, a long-term follow up study did not report any 86 

increase in opportunistic infections.8  87 

 88 

The most-reported side effects of DMF are flushing (35%) and gastrointestinal (GI) events 89 

(36%) such as nausea, upper abdominal pain, and diarrhoea. The side effects tend to manifest in 90 

the first month of DMF administration, and then decrease over time.5 The most common reason 91 

of DMF discontinuation is the lack of tolerability which appears to be more than that of 92 



 

 

fingolimod.9 The time point of DMF discontinuation mainly depends on the adverse events 93 

experienced by the patient.10 The risk factors for lymphopenia induced by DMF include 94 

ethnicity, age group, body mass index (BMI), and previous DMT use.11  95 

 96 

Recently, an extension study of the ENDORSE trial reported real-world data on MS patients on 97 

DMF therapy with a total follow-up period of more than 10 years.12 The main side effects 98 

reported were GI events (43% prevalence) and flushing (24%), both likely to manifest, as 99 

expected, early in the DMF treatment. Also reported were abnormal liver enzymes (11%) and 100 

serious infections (5%). There was no increase in the incidence of side effects over the follow up 101 

period. Only 2.8% of the patients developed prolonged severe lymphopenia during the 102 

ENDORSE study period.  103 

 104 

A Kuwaiti study on 119 patients who were treated with DMF for mean 20 months reported that 105 

2.5% had to discontinue due to persistent grade 3 lymphopenia.13 Additional 7.5% of patients 106 

discontinued DMF due to other commonly known side effects. According to Hauser & Cree 107 

(2020),3 assessments of efficacy and tolerability of DMTs such as DMF require long-term 108 

evidence-based data, requiring more real-world studies.  109 

 110 

In the above context, there is a paucity of data on the effect of DMF on ALC among the Arabian 111 

populations, and in particular among Omanis. This lack assumes more seriousness considering 112 

the high rates of consanguinity in the Middle East, especially in the Gulf Cooperation Countries 113 

(GCC) including Oman,14 and the consequent increased prevalence of genetic illnesses including 114 

MS.15  115 

 116 

This study seeks to narrow the knowledge gap by analysing the prevalence and nature of 117 

lymphopenia associated with DMF among Omani MS patients, as well as their reasons for 118 

discontinuing this drug. In the absence of previous studies on DMF safety in Omani population.  119 



 

 

 120 

Methods 121 

Setting  122 

Most MS patients in Oman are referred to the two major tertiary hospitals Sultan Qaboos 123 

University Hospital (SQUH) and Khaula Hospital (KH), both in Muscat where this study was 124 

conducted.  The prevalence of MS in the Omani population is 15.9 per 100,000 based on a 125 

hospital-based study in those two centres.16 Therefore, there are around 450 Omani MS patients 126 

at various levels of disease course. The decision of DMT choice is based on multiple factors 127 

including the availability of the DMT, patient’s age and sex, disease status, and the treating 128 

neurologist’s opinion.  DMF can be initiated, for example, in naïve patients, as a switch to 129 

mitigate side effects or lack of efficiency of previous DMT.  A previous study in SQUH showed 130 

that almost 50% of MS patients were on oral DMTs including DMF. About 3% of the patients 131 

took DMF as the initial DMT. The same study also found that Omani MS patients could be 132 

prescribed 1–4 different DMTs during the course of their disease.17  133 

 134 

Study design and data collection 135 

This was a retrospective study conducted at SQUH and KH. The study included all the 64 Omani 136 

MS patients who attended neurology clinics of these two hospitals and were treated with DMF 137 

(including those who later discontinued it) from 2017 February to 2023 February. The study data 138 

was extracted from the electronic medical records of the patients. Demographic data collected 139 

included date of birth, and sex. Clinical data included the date of onset of MS, disease duration, 140 

date of starting DMF, date of discontinuation of DMF, and duration of DMF treatment. Details 141 

such as BMI, Vitamin D levels when DMF was initiated, history of smoking, the previous DMT 142 

used before initiating DMF, and the reasons for discontinuing DMF were also retrieved from the 143 

patient electronic records. The baseline ALC and last available ALC at last visitor at the time of 144 

DMF discontinuation were also noted for comparison. 145 

 146 

Data analysis 147 

The data was analysed using IBM SPSS Version 25 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY). This study 148 

considered the status of lymphopenia of Omani patient with MS and DMF therapy as the primary 149 

covariate of lymphopenia, while the socio-demographic and clinical characteristics of patients as 150 



 

 

the covariate of lymphopenia.  Descriptive analysis was used for demographic, clinical, and basic 151 

investigations. Continuous variables were represented by mean ± standard deviation and range 152 

and categorical variables were summarized as frequencies and percentages. Paired sample test 153 

was used to obtain the significance of change in ALC levels associated with DMF use and p < 154 

0.05 was considered significant. To identify the risk factors for DMF-induced lymphopenia, a 155 

multiple logistic regression model was employed with lymphopenia as the binary (yes/no) 156 

outcome variable and the patients’ demographic and clinical characteristics as predictors. Before 157 

fitting the regression model, data quality was checked for presence of multicollinearity and 158 

outliers that might create a problem in parameter estimation of the model and their significance 159 

test. There was no potential outlier and collinearity problem in the data set. 160 

 161 

Ethical considerations 162 

The study was conducted per the Declaration of Helsinki, and the protocol was approved by the 163 

Medical & Research Ethics Committee of the College of Medicine and Health Sciences, Sultan 164 

Qaboos University, Muscat, Oman.  165 

 166 

Results 167 

Demographic and clinical characteristics of patients  168 

The subjects of this study were 64 Omani MS patients who were treated with DMF and 169 

followed-up at SQUH and KH during May 2018 to February 2023. The majority (63%) of the 170 

patients were female. The patients’ mean age was 36.2 ± 7.9 (range: 19–59) years. At baseline, 171 

most patients were overweight, with mean BMI of 27.4 ± 7.2 kg/m2.  The mean age of initiation 172 

of DMF was 33.3 ± 7.7 years. The mean baseline vitamin D (25-OH vitamin D) and ALC levels 173 

were 87.2 ± 49.6 nmol/L and 2.1×109/L, respectively (both within the respective normal ranges). 174 

The most common DMTs used prior to DMF were injectable interferons, received by 35/64 175 

(54.69%) of patients. Twenty patients (31.25%) were treatment naïve for MS. Table 1 gives 176 

more demographic and clinical details of the patients.  177 

 178 

Prevalence of lymphopenia after DMF administration 179 

The prevalence of lymphopenia among the patients on DMF was 21.9% (95% CI: 11.5–32.3) 180 

and was significantly higher among female than male patients (30.0% vs. 8.3%; p < 0.05). There 181 



 

 

was 28.6% decline in the mean ALC levels from 2.1 ± 0.77 (range: 0.40–4.70) with (95% CI: 182 

1.86–2.25, interquartile range (IQR) 0.92) at baseline to 1.5 ± 0.67 (range: 0.44–3.95) with (95% 183 

CI: 1.33–1.67, IQR 0.89) at the last follow-up (paired samples test: t = 5.6; p < 0.001) [Figure 1]. 184 

As reported in the last visit, 14/64 (21.9%) patients developed lymphopenia after administration 185 

of DMF, of whom five patients had grade-1, eight had grade-2 lymphopenia, and one had grade-186 

3 lymphopenia. [Figure 2]. 187 

 188 

Reasons for DMF discontinuation 189 

More than one third (23/64; 35.9%) of the patients discontinued DMF for the following main 190 

reasons: pregnancy (26%), experiencing adverse events (26%) such as gastrointestinal symptoms 191 

(13%), hot flushes (8.7%), patients’ choice/convenience (17.4%), patient noncompliance (8.7%), 192 

and allergic reactions (4.3%) [Table 2]. Of the six women who stopped using DMF due to 193 

pregnancy, only one restarted the drug after delivery. The others were still pregnant or lactating 194 

during our study period. 195 

 196 

Risk factors for DMF-induced lymphopenia  197 

Table 3 presents the crude and adjusted odds ratios of lymphopenia according to demographic 198 

and clinical characteristics of patients, using univariate and multiple logistic regression analysis. 199 

Both univariate and multiple logistic regression analyses identified female sex as a significant 200 

predictor of DMF-induced lymphopenia. Our female participants were found to have > 5 times 201 

higher risk of developing lymphopenia than their male counterparts with odds ratio (OR): 5.83 202 

and 95% CI: 1.03–33.2 (p = 0.037). Though factors such as the age at diagnosis, DMF duration, 203 

ALC level at DMF start also showed negative association with lymphopenia, these were not 204 

statistically significant [Table 3]. However, the multivariable logistic regression model should be 205 

interpreted with caution in view of the study’s limited sample size. Since we deal with a small 206 

sample in regression analysis, we were cautious about potential data problems such as outliers or 207 

multicollinearity. However, diagnostic tests indicated that the data was free of these problems 208 

because all the correlation coefficients between explanatory variables were <0.35 and all the 209 

variance inflation factors (VIF) were <4.0. 210 

 211 



 

 

Discussion 212 

This was a retrospective study among Omani MS patients, attending neurology clinics at two 213 

tertiary hospitals in Oman, who were continuing to receive DMF therapy, or had discontinued it. 214 

Their demographic distribution was similar to the internationally reported data, especially the 215 

female preponderance and the most affected age group being 20–40 years.18 We included only 216 

Omani citizens as we wanted to study the safety of DMF in this population. In addition, very few 217 

non-Omani MS patients were treated at our centres.  218 

 219 

Most of our participants were non-smokers. All the smokers were male; due to cultural reasons, 220 

Omani females rarely indulge in this habit. The mean age of starting DMF was 33.3 ± 7.7 (range: 221 

19–59) years and the mean ‘current age’ (age on the date of data retrieval) was 36.2 ± 7.9 (range: 222 

18–56) years indicating that the patients who used DMF were followed up for a period ranging 223 

(0–7 years) with a mean follow up period of 2.8 ± 1.6 years.  224 

 225 

More than two-thirds (68.8%) of our patients were exposed to other DMTs19 prior to starting 226 

DMF vis-a-vis 75.6% reported from Kuwait by Alroughani et al. (2017).13 Among our patients, 227 

54.7% used injectable interferons prior to DMF compared to 73.3%in the Kuwait study.13 228 

 229 

MS patients receiving DMF are at higher risk of developing lymphopenia, especially in the first 230 

year of administration, as per the pivotal clinical trials, DEFINE and CONFIRM.5,6 The mean 231 

duration of DMF administration in our study was 26.8 ± 20.3 months. Our study showed a 232 

significant (28.6%) fall in the mean ALC levels. However, this was still lower than those 233 

reported by the benchmark studies CONFIRM5 (32% ALC decline), and DEFINE6 (28% ALC 234 

decline) as well as the mean 34% decline noted in Kuwait study by Alroughani et al.13  235 

 236 

The incidence of severe lymphopenia (≥ grade 3) was approximately 5% in the CONFIRM5 237 

study and 4% in the DEFINE6 trial. The long-term extension study, the ENDORSE trial, reported 238 

a 10.6% incidence of prolonged moderate lymphopenia and 2.4% incidence of prolonged severe 239 

lymphopenia.12 None of our patients developed grade 4 lymphopenia. It is known to be rare; a 240 

study in the United States reported prevalence of 0.2%.20 In our study, the overall prevalence of 241 

lymphopenia was 14/64 (21.9%), in which grade 1, grade 2 and grade 3 were 5 (7.81%), 8 242 



 

 

(12.5%) and 1 (1.6%), respectively. The overall prevalence in the Kuwaiti study was 10.9% 243 

(grades 1–2: 8.4%, grade-3: 2.5%), much lower than in ours.13 A study from Italy reported an 244 

even lower prevalence of lymphopenia of 2.1% (grades 1–2: 1.2%, grade 3: 0.9%).21 On the 245 

other hand, a large Italian multi-centre retrospective study on 1,034 patients found 19.1% 246 

prevalence of lymphopenia, comparable with our 21.9%.22 247 

 248 

Several studies have reported higher prevalence of lymphopenia than in our study. A 249 

retrospective study based on 38 patients in Italy which assessed ALC levels after 12 months of 250 

starting DMF reported a lymphopenia prevalence of 25.9% (grade-1: 6.5%, grade-2: 12.9%, 251 

grade-3: 6.5%).23 Another retrospective study from the United States on 194 MS patients 252 

reported a lymphopenia prevalence of 38% in which grade-1 was 16%, grade-2 was 14%, and 253 

grade-3 was 7%.11 Most studies including ours found grade-2 lymphopenia to be more frequent 254 

than grade-1. Furthermore, grade-3 lymphopenia, found in one patient in our study, was also 255 

reported in other studies. However, those studies also had cases of severe lymphopenia (≥ grade-256 

3) in frequencies that sometimes exceeded those in the pivotal clinical trials of both the 257 

CONFIRM and the DEFINE studies.5,6 258 

 259 

The rate of DMF discontinuation in our study was 36.0%, compared to 19.3% in the Kuwaiti 260 

study.13 The most common reasons among our patients for discontinuation were adverse events 261 

(9.4%) and confirmed pregnancy. On the other hand, disease breakthrough was the most 262 

common reason (11.8%) in the Kuwaiti study.13 The use of symptomatic drugs such as aspirin 263 

for flushing in the early period of DMF administration was reported to lower the likelihood of 264 

adverse events related to DMF discontinuation.13 Similar documented symptomatic treatments 265 

were not provided to our population.  266 

 267 

Another possible explanation for higher frequency of discontinuation due to side effects in our 268 

study is the shorter duration of one week of initial titration of DMF for our patients as practised 269 

in our centres, vis-à-vis studies which continued lower doses for longer periods, up to 2–4 270 

weeks.13 An Italian multi-centre prospective study by D’Amico et al.21 with 234 patients found 271 

out that 26.5% of them had DMF-induced adverse events (flushing/itching: 13.3%; GI 272 



 

 

symptoms:  9.4%) which was similar to the levels found in the two pivotal clinical trials.5,6  Our 273 

study population had lower prevalence of GI symptoms (4.7%) and flushing (3.1%).  274 

 275 

We found female sex to be a significant predictor of lymphopenia associated with DMF. Our 276 

female patients had >5 times higher odds of developing lymphopenia than male patients, a 277 

finding congruent with most previous studies.18 However, unlike many studies, we did not find 278 

any significant association between lymphopenia caused by DMF with age groups, BMI, vitamin 279 

D level, baseline ALC status, or the previous DMT used. A reason for this might be the small 280 

sample size of our study. If the sample size is small, usually it produces a larger standard error 281 

(SE) of an estimate, because SE is inversely related to sample size. As a result, if the sample size 282 

is large, even a small observed difference could be significant, depending on the standard 283 

deviation of the variables, because in all statistical tests SE is used as the denominator. Standard 284 

deviation and sample size play important role in statistical significance test. However, for 285 

prevalence estimation, our sample of only 64 subjects have very little implication.  286 

 287 

A single-centre cohort retrospective study in the United States on 221 patients found that older 288 

age (>55 years of age), low baseline ALC, and recent use of natalizumab were risk factors for 289 

developing moderate to severe lymphopenia; however, the number of DMTs taken prior to DMF, 290 

ethnicity, or sex were not associated with lymphopenia.24 Mallucci et al.25 also found in their 291 

Italian study that age at the start of DMF therapy was associated with lymphopenia. A 292 

retrospective study in Israel on 194 MS patients found that older age, white ethnicity, overweight 293 

(BMI 25–29.9), low baseline ALC, and non-smoking status were risk factors for DMF-induced 294 

lymphopenia.11 There was no significant association with previous use of natalizumab or 295 

carbamazepine/oxcarbazepine or concomitant steroid or opiate use.11 Contrary to most studies 296 

including ours, a large Italian multicentre study on 1,089 MS patients reported that females were 297 

less likely than males to develop lymphopenia while using DMF.26  298 

 299 

In general, the risk factors for DMF-induced lymphopenia have varied considerably among the 300 

above real-world studies. However, they all found older age as a common risk factor for DMF-301 

induced lymphopenia, which may explain the higher frequency of severe lymphopenia (≥grade 302 



 

 

3) in many real-world studies compared to the two pivotal clinical trials of DMF which excluded 303 

older age groups.20,24 304 

 305 

Limitations 306 

The small sample size may have affected the accuracy of our results as well as the other possible 307 

biases and random errors when it comes to interpreting odds ratios. In addition, there were the 308 

usual limitations of a retrospective study design type. There was no specific protocol to follow-309 

up the patients, including the exact timing of follow-up after initiation of DMF, or the timing of 310 

blood collection to assess the side effects. This prevented us from establishing the time gap 311 

between starting DMF therapy and manifestation of lymphopenia and other side effects.   312 

 313 

Conclusion 314 

The frequency of mild lymphopenia (grades 1–2) among Omani MS patients who were treated 315 

with DMF was similar to most other regional and international findings. Only one of our patients 316 

had severe lymphopenia (grade-3), a lower prevalence than in many other studies. The main 317 

reason for discontinuation of DMF was related to the expected initial side effects.  Before 318 

initiating DMF treatment, the treating neurologist should ensure that the patient understands the 319 

expected side effects and how they are managed, for better patient compliance and reduced 320 

discontinuation rate.  321 

 322 
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Table 1: Demographic and clinical features of Omani patients treated with dimethyl 431 

fumarate (N = 64). 432 

Patient Variable characteristics Mean ± SD (range) /  

number (percentage) 

Sex: 

Male 

Female 

 

24 (37.5%) 

40 (62.5%) 

Age in years, (range) 

 

36.2 ± 7.9 (19–59) 

 

Age at DMF start in years, (range) 

 

33.3 ± 7.7 (18–56) 

 

Duration of disease in years, (range) 5.6 ± 5.6 (0–22) 

 

Duration of DMF use in years (range) 

 

2.8 ±1.6  (0–7) 

 

Baseline BMI 27.4 ± 7.2 

Baseline 25-OH vitamin D (nmol/L) 87.2 ± 49.6             

Baseline ALC (×109/L) 2.1 ± 0.8            

Smoking history: 

Smokers  

Non-smokers  

Smoking status unknown 

 

3 (4.7%) 

38 (59.4%) 

26 (40.6%) 

DMT use prior to DMF 

Naïve  

Injectable interferons: 

 -interferon beta-1a (IM)  

 -interferon beta-1b  

 -interferon beta-1a (SC)  

Fingolimod   

Natalizumab   

 

20 (31.2%) 

35 (54.7%) 

19 (29.7%) 

6 (9.4%) 

10 (15.6%) 

6 (9.4%) 

2(3.1%) 



 

 

Teriflunomide                                                     1(1.6%) 

 

Lymphocyte status after DMF initiation 

     Normal 

    Lymphopenia 

 

 50 (78.1%)  

14 (21.9%),  95% CI: 11.5% -32.3% 

Note. ALC: absolute lymphocyte count; DMT: disease modifying therapies; SD: standard 433 

deviation.  434 

 435 

Table 2: Omani multiple sclerosis patients’ reasons for discontinuing dimethyl fumarate 436 

treatment (n = 23) 437 

Reason for DMF discontinuation Number of 

patients  

Percentage (based 

on n = 23) 

Patient choice/convenience 4 17.4 

Allergic reaction  1 4.3 

Adverse event 

   Gastrointestinal symptoms 

   Hot flushes 

   Other 

6 

3 

2 

1 

26.1 

13.0 

8.7 

4.3 

Lack of efficacy 4 17.4 

Noncompliance of the patient 2 8.7 

Confirmed pregnancy  6 26.1 

Total 23 100 

 438 



 

 

Table 3. The crude and adjusted odds of developing lymphopenia according to demographic and 439 

clinical characteristics of patients using univariate and multiple logistic regression analysis. 440 

Demographic and clinical 

characteristics 

Univariate logistic regression Multiple logistic regression 

CORa (95% CI) p-value AORb (95% CI) p-value 

Sex     

   Female 4.71 (1.02 – 29.130) 0.041 5.83 (1.03–33.2) 0.037** 

   Male (reference) 1.00  1.00  

Age at diagnosis 0.97 (0.82 – 1.15) 0.653 0.99 (0.84–1.18) 0.910 

Age at DMF start 1.04 (0.96 – 1.12) 0.309 1.07 (0.93–1.23) 0.323 

DMF duration 0.93 (0.64 – 1.33) 0.656 0.92 (0.60–1.43) 0.717 

BMI Score 0.92 (0.80 – 1.05) 0.206 0.97 (0.85–1.10) 0.617 

Vitamin D 1.04 (0.98 – 1.06) 0.073 1.02 (0.99–1.05) 0.162 

Baseline ALC at DMF start 0.70 (0.31 – 1.62) 0.410 0.64 (0.24–1.69) 0.365 

DMT used prior to DMF     

    Yes  1.18 (0.32 – 4.32) 0.807 1.21 (0.22–6.72) 0.831 

    No (reference) 1.00  1.00  

Note. aCOR: crude odds ratio;  bAOR=adjusted odds ratio; **significant; B: regression 441 

coefficient; CI: confidence interval; BMI: body mass index; DMT: disease-modifying therapies; 442 

SE: standard error; ALC: absolute lymphocyte count.  443 

  444 



 

 

 445 

Figure 1: Changes in the absolute lymphocyte count of Omani MS patients after DMF 446 

administration  447 

Note. MS: multiple sclerosis; ALC: absolute lymphocyte count; DMF: dimethyl fumarate.  448 



 

 

 449 

Figure 2:  Prevalence of lymphopenia grades 1, 2, and 3 among Omani multiple sclerosis patients 450 

on the date of last visit or when dimethyl fumarate was discontinued. 451 


